
                                                                        INDIAN SCHOOL SOHAR                                                               SET-1 
PERIODIC TEST I (2023-24) 

SOCIAL SCIENCE 
CLASS: VI MAX. MARKS: 20 
DATE: 24/05/2023          TIME: 40 MINUTES 

General Instructions: 
1. The question paper comprises Four Sections - A, B, C and D. There are 10 questions in the question paper. 

All questions are compulsory. 
2. Section A - From questions 1 to 5 are MCQs carrying 1 mark each. 
3. Section B - Question no. 6 and 7 are Very Short Answer Type Questions, carrying 2 marks each. Answer to 

each question should not exceed 40 words. 
4. Section C - Question no. 8 and 9 are Short Answer Type Questions, carrying 3 marks each Answer to each 

question should not exceed 60 words. 
5. Section D - Question no. 10 is the Long Answer Type Question, carrying 5 marks. The answer should not 

exceed 120 words. 

SECTION - A 

1. A _________________________is a celestial body that moves around the planets in the same 

way as the planets move around the sun. 

A. Constellations                                                                           B. Orbits  

C. Satellite                                                                                      D. Stars 

1 

2. Among which of the following festivals, the boat race is celebrated in Kerala. 

A. Onam       B. Diwali 

C. Vishu       D. Christmas 

1 

3. Match the following: 

A B 

1 Akash Ganga a Venus 

2 Earth’s Twin b Study of the earth 

3 Geology c Big Bear 

4 Constellation d River of light 

A.1-c, 2-d, 3-a, 4-b                                                         B. 1-d,2-a,3-b,4-c 

C. 1-a,2-b,3-d,4-c         D.1-b,2-d,3-c,4-a 

1 

4. There are two statements marked as Assertion(A) and Reason(R). Mark your answers as per the 

codes provided below:  

Assertion (A): Kerala is surrounded by sea on one side and hills on the other. 

Reason(R): Arab and Jewish traders were the first to come here, they were attracted by the 

abundance of rice in this region. 

A.  Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A 

B.  Both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A 

C.  A is true but R is false 

D.  A is false but R is true 

1 



5. Which of the following statement is incorrect about how society evolved in the past? 

A. People have lived along the banks of river Narmada for several hundred thousand years. 

B. Some of the earliest people who lived here were herders and farmers. 

C. About 2500 years ago, cities developed on the banks of the Ganga. 

D. About 4700 years ago, some of the earliest cities flourished on the banks of rivers. 

1 

SECTION - B 

6. What do you mean by the term “inequality”? List any two types of inequalities. 2 

7. What are two sources that can be used to study the past? 2 

SECTION - C 

8. Write any three favourable conditions that make life possible on the earth. 

OR 

Write any three features of asteroids. 

3 

9. Explain in brief how the geographical location of Ladakh and Kerala influence the following three 

aspects of the lifestyle of the people in the regions. 

1. The food they eat 

2. The clothes they wear 

3. The work they do 

3 

SECTION - D 

10. “People travelled from one place to another in the past” Support this statement with five 

reasons. 

OR 

Do you think the term “Unity in Diversity” is an appropriate term to describe India?  

Justify your answer with four valid points. 

***** 

 

 

5 

   
. 



                                                                        INDIAN SCHOOL SOHAR                                                              SET-2 
PERIODIC TEST I (2023-24) 

SOCIAL SCIENCE 
CLASS: VI MAX. MARKS: 20 
DATE: 24/05/2023          TIME: 40 MINUTES 

General Instructions: 
a. The question paper comprises Four Sections - A, B, C and D. There are 10 questions in the question paper. 

All questions are compulsory. 
b. Section A - From questions 1 to 5 are Objective Type Questions carrying 1 mark each. 
c. Section B - Question no. 6 and 7 are Very Short Answer Type Questions, carrying 2 marks each. Answer to 

each question should not exceed 40 words. 
d. Section C - Question no. 8 and 9 are Short Answer Type Questions, carrying 3 marks each Answer to each 

question should not exceed 60 words. 
e. Section D - Question no. 10 is the Long Answer Type Question, carrying 5 marks. The answer should not 

exceed 120 words. 

SECTION - A 

1.  

 
 

Utensil used for frying in Kerala is known as ________________________. 

A. Cheenachatti                                                                          B. Cheenavala 

C. Puttukutti                                                                                D. Appachamb 

1 

 

 

2.  Match the following: 

A B 

(1) Historians (a) Measurement of the earth 

(2) Geology (b) Scholars who study past 

(3) Scripts (c) Study of the earth 

(4) Geometry (d) Consist of letters or signs 

A.1-c, 2-d, 3-a, 4-b                                                        B. 1-d,2-a,3-b,4-c 

C. 1-a,2-b,3-d,4-c    D.1-b,2-c,3-d,4-a 

1 

3.  There are two statements marked as Assertion(A) and Reason(R). Mark your answers as per the 

codes provided below:  

Assertion (A): India's diversity has always been recognised as a source of its strength. 

Reason(R): India's freedom movement had thousands of people of different backgrounds in it. 

A.  Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A. 

B.  Both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A. 

C.  A is true but R is false. 

D. A is false but R is true 

 

1 



4.  Which of the following statement is incorrect regarding name of the land? 

A. Two of the words we often use for our country are India and Bharat. 

B. The name Bharata was used for a group of people who lived in the north-east. 

C. The word India comes from the Indus, called Sindhu in Sanskrit. 

D. The Iranians and the Greeks came about 2500 years ago and were familiar with the Indus. 

1 

5.  Where are Pashmina shawls woven in India? 

A. Ladakh       B. Kashmir 

C. Kerala       D. Meerut 

1 

SECTION - B 

6.  Write two differences between manuscripts and inscriptions. 2 

7.  Explain in brief how the geographical location of Ladakh and Kerala influence the following aspects 

of the lifestyle of the people in the regions. 

1. The food they eat 

2. The work they do  

2 

SECTION - C 

8.  What do you mean by “Diversity”? Write any two different types of inequalities. 

 OR  

Who are archaeologists? List two things that they do. 

3 

9.  Write any three favourable conditions that makes life possible on the earth. 3 

SECTION - D 

10. Write any five major features of the Moon. 

OR 

“People travelled from one place to another in the past” Support this statement with five reasons. 

 

5 

***** 

 

 


